	
  

GA Aquarium Think Tic Toe

Directions: As you explore the Ocean Voyager exhibit use the
following to summarize your learning. Write your answers in Think
Tac Toe board for each question. See if you can get a tic tac toe
by completing three in a row. For a real challenge, try to cover the
whole board.

What ocean is
the tarpon
found in?

List three
How long is a sand
animals that are
tiger at birth?
found in the
Pacific Ocean.

What is one
animal that can
be found in the
Indian Ocean?

What ocean is the What does the bat
pork fish found
fish eat?
in?

What is the
lifespan of a
humphead
wrasse?

Can you find an
List three plants
ocean animal that
found in any
is found
ocean.
worldwide?

*Bonus: What is the largest fish in the ocean? (Hint: It
has a four foot wide mouth and eats the smallest
animals in the ocean.)

• After your Think Tac Toe board is completed. Please
explore the Cold Water Quest exhibit to complete your
Scavenger Hunt.

Answer Key
What ocean is List three
the tarpon animals that
are found in
found in?

How long is a
sand tiger at
birth?

the Pacific
1 meter long
Atlantic Ocean Ocean.
Western
Atlantic Ocean
What is one
What ocean is What does the
animal that can the pork fish
bat fish eat?
be found in the found in?
Algae, variety
Indian Ocean?
of
Black tip reef
Western
invertebrate,
shark
Atlantic Ocean
or other
Guitar fish
plankton
What is the
Can you an
List three
lifespan of a
ocean animal
plants found in
humphead
that is found
any ocean.
wrasse?
worldwide?
Answers may
Hammerhead
vary
30 years
Mullet

Cold Water Quest
Scavenger Hunt

Directions: Go on a scavenger hunt through the Cold Water Quest
exhibit. Write your answers below.
Name the endangered bird
that lives off the coast of
Africa and rarely sees snow
or ice.

Hint: There are only about
120,000 of these “fancy
dressed” birds left on the
continent of Africa.

Name the animal that is
found in the arctic and subarctic regions of the world
that can dive as deep as
3,000 feet and hold its
breath for 20- 25 minutes.

Hint: This “White skinned
mammal” has a flexible neck
and has the ability to swim
backwards.

Name the eight-legged sea
animal that can be found off
of the coast of the North
Pacific Ocean from Southern
California to Japan.

Hint: This “giant” of the sea
can have as many as 1,800
suckers on its arms, has
three hearts, and blue blood.

Name the plant-like looking
animal can be found in the
southeastern Indian Ocean
along parts of the coast of
southern Australia.

Hint: This beautifully
camouflaged creature lives close
to reefs where there is kelp
other algae and its’ plant like
appearance helps it to blend in
with its surroundings.

Name the largest sea star
Hint: This “flowery” sea animal
that can be found in the
may begin live with only five arms
Pacific coast from Alaska to but can eventually have up to 24
Southern California that can arms as an adult which helps it to
grow to be 39 inches in
move up to 10 feet per minute.
diameter and up to 11
pounds.

Cold Water Quest
Scavenger Hunt
Answer Key
Name the endangered
Hint: There are only about
bird that lives off the
120,000 of these “fancy
coast of Africa and
dressed” birds left on the
rarely sees snow or
continent of Africa.
ice.
African Penguin
Name the animal that is
Hint: This “White skinned
found in the arctic and
mammal” has a flexible neck
sub-arctic regions of the
and has the ability to swim
world that can dive as
backwards.
deep as 3,000 feet and
hold its breath for 20- 25
minutes.
Beluga Whale
Name the eight legged
Hint: This “giant” of the sea
sea animal that can be
can have as many as 1,800
found off of the coast of
suckers on its arms, has
the North Pacific Ocean
three hearts, and blue blood.
from Southern California
to Japan.
Giant Pacific octopus
Name the plant-like
Hint: This beautifully
camouflaged creature lives close
looking animal can be
to reefs where there is kelp
found in the
other algae and its’ plant like
southeastern Indian
appearance helps it to blend in
Ocean along parts of the
with its surroundings.
coast of southern

Australia.
Leafy sea dragon
Name the largest sea
star that can be found in
the Pacific coast from
Alaska to Southern
California that can grow
to be 39 inches in
diameter and up to 11
pounds.
Sunflower sea star

Hint: This “flowery” sea animal
may begin live with only five arms
but can eventually have up to 24
arms as an adult which helps it to
move up to 10 feet per minute.

